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£2,600 per week

A beautiful newly refurbished one bedroom apartment situated in this extremely sought after portered block in
the heart of Mayfair. The property comprises of spacious reception room, fully fitted kitchen, bedroom and
bathroom. Added benefits include great storage, 24 hour concierge, and the rent is inclusive of Wi-Fi and
Broadband. Hyde Park Residence is wonderfully located on Park Lane, directly opposite Hyde Park and a
short walking distance from Oxford Street and Marble Arch.
The calming colours of this residence will make you want to stroll right in. A stylish open living area is filled
with natural light and intelligently designed furnishings. Cook your favourite meals in the fully equipped
kitchen, stocked with the finest appliances. The bedroom is the ultimate haven, with the plushest bedding,
beautiful furniture and ample room to stow away your belongings. A spacious en suite bathroom with toasty
underfloor heating, a rain head shower, deep bath and smart TV is the final ingredient to this relaxing retreat.
Though the design subtly echoes the building’s Art Deco history, your apartment is truly primed for the 21st
century lifestyle. Triple glazed windows with sumptuous curtains and interactive blinds allow peace and
privacy, and the latest intuitive technology has been expertly woven throughout. Temperature and lighting can
be matched to the moment with a touch of your apartment’s tablet, allowing you to command the atmosphere
of your urban sanctuary.

Details
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or warranties of whatsoever nature. Nor do Plaza Estates, their servants, agents or employees accept responsibility for the accuracy of these particulars upon which any intending purchaser must satisfy himself by inspection or otherwise.
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Reception Room
Kitchen
Bedroom
Bathroom
Lift
24 Hour Concierge
Luxury bedding from The Fine Bedding Company
Fluffiest towels
Spa robes, softest slippers and Miller Harris luxury amenities
Big coffee table books and up-to-date magazines
Handpicked artwork by eminent contemporary artists, including Jayson Lilley, Paul Gorman and Herme
Bellido
Serious security, with 24 hour surveillance, Guestkey locks and visual entry systems
Inspired British and European designs, including wall coverings by Armani, and furniture and brassware made
in England by Robert Langford and Samuel Heath
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Terms and Conditions
Available:
Price:

Now for Long Let
£2,600 per week

EPC Information

Fees
Fees may apply.

SUBJECT TO CONTRACT

VIEWING STRICTLY BY APPOINTMENT
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